Artist's Club

SEW MUCH FABRIC
by Sharon Teal Coray

Sew much fabric Sew little time
SURFACE
#62432 Standing Oval

BRUSHES
Papillon by the Artist's Club
Glaze Wash size ¾" #20102
Script Liner size 10/0 #20137
Shader 6 Piece set #20135
Angular Shader 7 Piece Set #20115
Maxine’s Mop Brush 3/8" #27182

MISC. SUPPLIES
Saral Transfer Paper (White #82071 and Grey #82070)
Stylus/Dotting tool
Deco Art Multi-Purpose Wood Sealer #87392
Americana Sealer/Finisher Matt
DecoArt Media Gesso White
Dura Clear Satin Varnish
Gesso
Uni Paint Pen fine line

PALETTE
DECOART AMERICANA ACRYLICS
Victorian Blue #13039
Sapphire #13099
Lamp Black #13067
Buttermilk #13003
Hauser Medium Green #13132
Forest Green #13050
Hauser Dark Green #13133
Citron Green #13235
Scarlet #13295
Festive Green #13230
Turquoise Blue #13258
Bahama Blue #13249
Lamp Black #13067
Orange Twist*
Dioxazine Purple #13101
Warm Beige #13078
*Discontinued by DecoArt

DECOART DAZZLING METALLICS
Shimmering Silver #14070
Splendid Gold #14213

PREPERATION
I sprayed the surface with a coat of Americana Sealer/Finisher. Let Dry.
Then I applied a coat of gesso

INSTRUCTIONS
Background
Paint the background with a mix of Victorian Blue + Sapphire 1:1

Paint the sewing machine with Lamp Black
Paint the flowers and leaves on the sewing machine with Scarlet; add a dot of Buttermilk on top of each flower
Paint the leaves with Hauser Medium Green + Forest Green + Hauser Dark Green 3:1:1
Highlight the leaves with Citron Green

Paint the oval design and the lines on the machine with Shimmering Silver

Outline the silver oval with Splendid Gold
Paint all the red fabric with Scarlet
Paint all the dark green fabric with Hauser Medium Green + Forest Green + Hauser Dark Green 3:1:1
Paint all the light green fabric with Festive Green
Paint all the turquoise fabric with Turquoise; add the dots on top of this color with Bahama Blue
Paint all the white and black fabric with Lamp Black and Buttermilk

Add the tiny stitches with Lamp Black
Paint the pincushion with Scarlet and paint the leaves the same color as the leaves on the sewing machine. Add a highlight using Orange Twist. Paint the pins with Shimmering Silver and add a dot of Scarlet on the tops. Add the two lines on the cushion with the background color

Paint the scissors and iron with Lamp Black and Shimmering silver

Paint the stars on fabric with Turquoise, highlight with Bahama Blue add the stitches with Lamp Black
Paint the hearts on fabric and bottom of plaque with Scarlet, highlight with Orange Twist and add the stitches with Lamp Black.

Add stitches of the fabric on the edges of plaque with Buttermilk.

Paint the girls dress with Dioxazine Purple, highlight float with Wisteria and shade float with Lamp Black.

Add the dots on the bottom and sleeves with Buttermilk.

Paint the apron and hat with Buttermilk, shade with Dioxazine Purple.

Paint the hat band with Turquoise and add dots using Bahama Blue.

Paint the hands with Warm Beige.

Paint the needle with Shimmering Silver and add the thread with Bahama Blue.

Paint the spool’s of thread with Dioxazine Purple, Turquoise and Festive green.

Add a small shadow on the right side with Lamp Black.

Add a touch of white to each thread color for the highlights and paint them on with a script liner.

Paint the spool on the machine with Lamp Black and Scarlet run the thread down to the needle and add a highlight on it using Orange Twist.

Add the wording with the Uni Pen.

Apply a coat of varnish.
Sew little time
To ensure your pattern is at 100%, this box should measure 1" x 1" when printed.